Interpretation and processing of ASTER data for geological mapping and granitoids detection in the Saghro massif (eastern Anti-Atlas, Morocco)
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ABSTRACT

Satellite remote sensing analysis is extensively used for geological mapping in arid regions. However, it is not considered readily applicable to the mapping of metamorphic and igneous terrains, where lithological contacts are less predictable. In this work, ASTER (Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer) data were used to clarify the geological framework of the Precambrian basement in the Saghro massif (eastern Anti-Atlas, Morocco). The Saghro basement is composed of low-grade metasedimentary sequences of the Saghro Group (Cryogenian), intruded by calc-alkaline plutons of late Cryogenian age. These rocks are unconformably covered by volcanic to volcaniclastic series of Ediacaran age that are broadly coeval with granitoid plutons. All of these units are cut by a complex network of faults associated with hydrothermal fluid flows, which developed during and shortly after the emplacement of the volcanic rocks. The geological mapping of the Precambrian units was challenging in particular for the Edicaran granitoid bodies, because they are characterized by very similar compositions and a widespread desert varnish coating. For this reason, a two-stage approach has been adopted. In the first step, false color composites, band ratios, and principal components analyses on visible and near infrared (VNIR) and shortwave infrared (SWIR) bands were chosen and interpreted on the basis of the field and petrographic knowledge of the lithologies in order to detect major lithological contacts and mineralized faults. In the second step, a major effort was dedicated to the detection of granitoid plutons using both thermal infrared (TIR) and VNIR/SWIR data. The ASTER TIR bands were used to evaluate Reststrahlen and Christiansen effects in the granitoid rocks spectra, whereas VNIR/SWIR false color composite and ratio images were chosen directly on the basis of the granitoid spectra (derived from both spectrophotometric analyses of samples and selected sites in the ASTER image). Finally, spectral angle mapper (SAM) and supervised maximum-likelihood classifications (MLL) were carried out on VNIR/SWIR data, mainly to evaluate their potential for discriminating granitoid rocks.

The results have further demonstrated the value of ASTER data for geological mapping of basement units, particularly if the processing has been based on a detailed knowledge of the rock mineral assemblages. In addition, the analytical comparison of ASTER TIR and VNIR/SWIR data has demonstrated that the latter are very effective in the distinction of granitoids with very similar silica content, because they can be recognized by secondary effects related to their hydrothermal and surface alterations (K-feldspar kaolinitization, plagioclase saussuritization, substitution of mafic minerals with oxides, inhomogeneous desert varnish coating, and clay/oxide proportions).
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INTRODUCTION

Remote sensing by satellite images is frequently used for geological mapping in desert or semiarid lands, and numerous excellent results have been obtained for sedimentary sequences using Landsat data (Sgavetti et al., 1995; Lang, 1999, and references therein). In contrast, satellite remote sensing is not considered to be readily applicable to the mapping of metamorphic and igneous sequences because in such rocks, lithological contacts are less predictable, spectral features less defined, and thermal bands, sensitive to Si-O bonds, may lack adequate spatial resolution. Nevertheless, some outstanding results were recently obtained for such rocks using ASTER (Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer) and hyperspectral (e.g., Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer) data in mineral mapping projects (Rowan et al., 2000, 2003, 2005, 2006; Rowan and Mars, 2003; Hubbard and Crowley,
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2005; Mars and Rowan, 2006; Van Ruitenbeek et al., 2006; Hubbard et al., 2007). However, the detection of lithological or tectonic contacts, implying the detailed recognition of individual lithological units, is rarely attempted (Longhi et al., 2001; Watts et al., 2005).

In this work, begun within the Saghro basement geological mapping project (2003–2005) (Massironi et al., 2007; Dal Piaz et al., 2007; Schiavo et al., 2007; El Boukhari et al., 2007) and continued afterward, ASTER-derived products were tested for mapping various metasedimentary, intrusive, and volcanic units. In particular, geological mapping of the Precambrian Saghro massif, composed of turbiditic metasediments and magmatic rocks, was achieved through integration of multispectral remote sensing analysis, petrographic studies, and field observations. The remote sensing processing and interpretation was subdivided into two steps. During the first phase, false color composites, band ratios, and principal components analysis were applied to visible and near infrared and shortwave infrared (VNIR/SWIR) data to detect major lithological contacts and mineralized fault veins; the second step, based on both thermal infrared (TIR) and VNIR/SWIR data, was mainly focused on the recognition of diachronous granitoid bodies with very similar compositions.

GEOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK

The Precambrian Anti-Atlas belt developed during the Pan-African orogeny, when the West African craton collided with the northern active continental margin (Saquaque et al., 1989; Hefferan et al., 1992, 2002; Ennih and Liégeois, 2001). Remnants of subducted oceanic lithosphere are preserved as a discontinuous ophiolitic suture (Bou Azzer and Sirwa massifs) along the Anti-Atlas major fault (Leblanc and Lancelot, 1980; Saquaque et al., 1989; Hefferan et al., 1992; El Boukhari et al., 1992).

The eastern Anti-Atlas includes the Jebel Saghro and Ougnat basement massifs, where Precambrian rocks crop out below the discordant Paleozoic to Mesozoic sedimentary cover (Fig. 1).

The Jebel Saghro massif is composed of Cryogenian metaturbiditic sequences interbedded with a few basalt flows (Saghro Group of Thomas et al., 2004). The metaturbidites are intruded and overlain by two magmatic suites

Figure 1. Geological sketch map of the Saghro area (modified after Hinderemeyer et al., 1977). Inset shows the Anti-Atlas belts.
related to the Pan-African volcanic arc (Ouarzazate Supergroup; Saquaque et al., 1992; Hefferan et al., 2000; Thomas et al., 2004; Fig. 1). The older suite is composed of calc-alkaline trondhjemitic intrusives (late Cryogenian), that in turn were exhumed and unconformably over- lain by a younger magmatic suite composed of volcanic and volcaniclastic series (Ouarzazate Group) associated with broadly coeval plutonic to subvolcanic bodies with a low-K to high-K calc-alkaline composition (Eodiaceran; Fig. 1).

The topography of the Saghro massif is characterized by some cliffs 2000–2100 m above undulating plateau areas ranging between 1650 and 1900 m in elevation. The higher reliefs are generally formed by thick volcanic and volcaniclastic sequences, whereas the metaturbidites and most of the plutonic bodies are confined to plateau areas. However, some plutonic bodies (Taouzzakt, Bou Teglimt, Arharrhiz) may constitute important exceptions, with peaks reaching 2000 m in elevation. In the following, the most important units are described from petrographic, stratigraphic, and structural points of view.

**Saghro Group**

**Cryogenian metasediments**

The Neoproterozoic turbidite deposits consist of low-grade (greenschist facies), fine- to medium-grained metasediments, mainly represented by biotite-rich phyllites to metasandstones with centimetric biotite, sericite, quartz, and graphite layers with various amounts of plagioclase and quartz phenoclasts (Fig. 2A). Dikes, sills, and flows of metamorphosed microbasalts occur locally (Fekkak et al., 2001). The metasediments crop out in the Imiter and Boumalne “boutonniers” (as defined by Choubert, 1945, 1952), and were regionally folded during the Pan-African synclission involving ductile deformation (Ighid et al., 1989; Ouguir et al., 1994; Saquaque et al., 1992).

**Ouarzazate Supergroup**

**Late Cryogenian plutons**

Two Cryogenian age plutons, the Imider and Tiboullkhine, occur in the area. The Imider pluton has usually been attributed to the Eburnean (Hinderemeyer et al., 1977), but from the stratigraphic position (below the Ouarzazate basal conglomerates; Eodiaceran), petrographic features and recent U/Pb ages on single zircons (675 ± 13 Ma; Mayer, in Massironi et al., 2007), it can be correlated with the Cryogenian pluton of Igoudrane that crops out just northeast of the study area (Fig. 1; U/Pb on zircon 677 ± 19 Ma; Mayer, in Schiavo et al., 2007).

These plutons mainly consist of tonalites with traces of a low-grade metamorphism. As a whole they show a calc-alkaline low-K association (Fig. 3), i.e., abundant quartz, plagioclase frequently replaced by aggregates of epidote and sericite, K-feldspar, biotite replaced by chlorite, and clinopyroxene replaced by green hornblende.

**Eodiaceran volcanic suite**

The Eodiaceran volcanic and volcaniclastic suite does not display Pan-African folding and metamorphism and unconformably overlies the Cryogenian metasediments (Fig. 4A). The typical facies of this heterogeneous suite is related to volcanic activity between 570 and 545 Ma (U/Pb on zircon ages; Mifdal and Peucat, 1986; Cheilletz et al., 2002; Levresse et al., 2004; Massironi et al., 2007; Dal Piaz et al., 2007; Schiavo et al., 2007; El Boukharli et al., 2007) that was first defined in the region of Ouarzazate (Ouarzazate Group; Choubert, 1945, 1952; Hinderemeyer, 1953; Boyer et al., 1978). This volcanic sequence displays high-K calc-alkaline to shoshonitic compositions and includes intermediate to acid lavas, domes, ignimbritic flows, reworked tuffs, and volcano-sedimentary deposits.

A rough subdivision of the Ouarzazate group limited to the Jebel Habab and Bou Zamour area is possible, distinguishing a basal sequence mainly composed of dacitic and andesitic flows (Jebel Habab dacitic-andesitic complex), and an upper sequence dominated by rhyolitic lavas and abundant ignimbrites (Takhatert complex; Hinderemeyer et al., 1977; Massironi et al., 2007).

The lower andesites are porphyric rocks with phenocrysts of plagioclase altered to albite, sericite and epidote assemblage and hornblende, chloritized biotite, and uralitized clinopyroxene. The groundmass is composed of altered plagioclase, quartz, chlorite, sericite, and abundant opaque minerals. The rhyolitic ignimbrites are, in contrast, composed of quartz and feldspar phenocrysts in a cryptocrystalline matrix. The volcanic and volcaniclastic series in the eastern margin of the study area may be subdivided into several volcanic complexes (Schiavo et al., 2007), characterized by rhyolitic lavas, domes, and ignimbrites and andesitic flows and dikes.

**Eodiaceran plutons**

The Eodiaceran plutons belong to two calc-alkaline suites characterized by low-K and high-K compositions (Fig. 3). The most important low-K granitoids are the Taouazzakt and Bou Teglimt plutons, both intruded into the Cryogenian metasediments and dated as early Eodiaceran (572 ± 5 Ma U/Pb on zircon; De Wall et al., 2001; Cheilletz et al., 2002; Levrresse et al., 2004; Schiavo et al., 2007). They are mainly composed of tonalites and quartz diorites with a primary mineral assemblage of quartz, plagioclase, K-feldspar, clinopyroxene, biotite, hornblende (pseudomorph on clinopyroxene), and a secondary assemblage of albite, chlorite, epidote, sericite, calcite, and actinolite (Fig. 2B). Among accessory phases, opaque minerals are abundant.

Diachronous bodies with similar high-K calc-alkaline compositions crop out in a wide sector of the study area. The major bodies are the Oussilkane (596 Ma ± 20 Ma U/Pb on zircon; Schiavo et al., 2007) and Bou Gafer plutons. The Oussilkane pluton is overlain by the Eodiaceran volcanic suite and is in turn intruded by the two medium-sized Arharrhiz (571 ± 22 Ma U/Pb on zircon) and Igoudrane bodies (Fig. 4B) (Errami et al., 1999; Schiavo et al., 2007; Dal Piaz et al., 2007). The Bou Gafer pluton intrudes the volcanic suite covering Oussilkane (Fig. 4C), but its stratigraphic relationship with both Arharrhiz and Igourudane is not yet constrained (Schiavo et al., 2007; Dal Piaz et al., 2007).

The Oussilkane pluton includes monzogabbros, monzonites, monzogranites, and syenites, representing a calc-alkaline high-K series that is more mafic with respect to the low-K granitoids (38.8% vs. 20% of mafic minerals), and is characterized by the presence of orthopyroxene (augite), clinopyroxenes (tremolite-actinolite series), biotite, and rare hornblende. In comparison with the low-K intrusives, these rocks are characterized by the relative abundance of K-feldspar with respect to plagioclase (17.8% in monzogabbro and/or monzodiorites, to 84% in syenite; Fig. 3) and by the presence of abundant pyroxenes (Fig. 2C).

The Bou Gafer granitoids has a less variable modal composition than the Oussilkane pluton. It mainly consists of a quartz monzonite with K-feldspar (often with widespread clay alteration), plagioclase, quartz, pyroxenes often completely altered by opaque minerals, and chloritized biotite. In the study area the Bou Gafer quartz monzonite can usually be distinguished by its abundance of ilmenite, magnetite, and hematite (Figs. 2D, 2E). The Agouensou sub-volcanic granodiorite, which is overlain by the Eodiaceran volcanic series, can be ascribed to the same igneous suite.

The differentiated products of the Arharrhiz and Igourudane granites can be distinguished from the other high-K granitoids by the albic composition of the plagioclase and, particularly in the Arharrhiz granite, the lower abundance of mafic minerals (3%–4%), which for both plutons are mainly unaltered biotite and green hornblende (Fig. 2F).
Figure 2. Thin sections. (A) Cryogenian metaturbidites: note abundant biotite. (B) Taouzzakt tonalite (low-K series). (C) Oussilkane monzonite (cross-polarized light). (D) Bou Gafer quartz monzonite: note pseudomorphs of opaque minerals on replaced pyroxenes. (E) Mafic crystal altered by opaque mineral. Opaque alteration minerals form dusty intergrowths in which reddish shades of hematite are evident (20× enlargement). (F) Arharrhiz granite (cross-polarized light). Kfs—K-feldspar; Bt—biotite; Pl—plagioclase; Chl—chlorite; Qtz—quartz; Hbl—hornblende; Opx—orthopyroxene; Ilm—ilmenite; Opc—opaque mineral.
Figure 3. Modal analysis QAP (quartz–alkali feldspar–plagioclase feldspar) diagram of Cryogenian (Imider), Ediacaran low-K (Taouzzakt and Bou Teglimt) and high-K plutons (Oussilkane, Arharrhiz, Bou Gafer, Igourdane).

Figure 4. (A) Contact between Ediacaran upper volcaniclastic series (V) and Cryogenian metasediments (T) in Tirza-Ikkis area (see Fig. 10 for detailed location). (B) Ediacaran Arharrhiz granite (A); some outcrops of Bou Gafer quartz monzonite are also highlighted (B). (C) Intrusive contact between Arharrhiz granite (A) and Oussilkane monzonite (O; see Fig. 17 for detailed location).
Surface Alteration

Despite their composition, all the outcrops are more or less coated by an arid-environment alteration patina, the mineral composition of which is a mixture of Fe/Mn oxides and clay minerals, similar to many other desert varnish coatings (e.g., Hooke et al., 1969; Potter and Rossman, 1977, 1979; Dorn and Oberlander, 1981; Rivard et al., 1992). Scanning electron microscope images of varnished rock surfaces show a coating film as thick as 10 μm that consists of Si and Fe/Mn oxides arranged in laminae and is characterized by a sharp contact with the underlying fresh rock (Fig. 5). Over this coating clays and salts are scattered in microdepressions. The varnish coating, which can mask the spectral response of the rock’s mineral assemblages (Fig. 5), strongly depends on weathering and erosion characteristics modulated by rock mineralogy and texture (Rivard et al., 1992). The foliated metaturbidites are generally covered by a surface regolith composed of varnished platy-like slabs, detached from the bedrock. The final effect is a non-uniform varnish coating. In contrast, the volcanic sequences are generally massive and more uniformly covered by the alteration patina. Granitoids are more likely to weather by granular disintegration, so that their varnish coating may be extremely variable and depends upon exposure to winds. Hence, desert varnish is widespread on the Oussilkane monzonite and less common on the more exposed rocks of the Arharrhiz and Taouzzakt bodies.

Faults and Veins

The study area is transected by a pervasive network of strike-slip and normal faults, often associated with veins and spatially related to dikes (Cheilletz et al., 2002; Massironi et al., 2007; Dal Piaz et al., 2007; Schiavo et al., 2007).
Among the most important are (1) the east-west-trending fault system developed in the Imiter area and associated with a very important silver ore deposit (Cheilletz et al., 2002), and (2) the northwest-southeast Bou Zamour–Jebel Habab line, which is the tectonic boundary between the Cryogenian metasediments and a thick Ediacaran volcanic sequence filling an elongated half-graben structure (Fig. 1). In addition, minor northwest-southeast normal faults and a pervasive system of northeast to east-northeast dilational faults and veins developed in the study area (Fig. 6). Most of these faults were characterized by significant hydrothermal circulation, which occurred during and just after the volcanic activity in the Saghro area (Ighid et al., 1989; Ouguir et al., 1994; Cheilletz et al., 2002). Indeed, most of the northeast-southwest faults are associated with thick veins of hard quartz breccias with metallic mineralization and wide hydrothermal alteration halos in the hosting rocks. The mineralization is dominated by hematite found either as massive bodies associated with minor pyrite and chalcopyrite, or as a coating on fault surfaces (Figs. 7A, 7B). Kaolinite may locally occur at the mineralized vein borders. In the Imiter area the faults acted as preferred channels for deposition of the Ag–Hg sulfides of the large Imiter area the faults acted as preferred channels for deposition of the Ag–Hg sulfides of the large and cubic convolutions in order to better preserve the spectral information of the images. VNIR and SWIR ASTER data were converted into ground reflectance by correcting for the atmospheric effects. This was performed using the second simulation of a satellite signal in the solar spectrum (6S) code (Vermote et al., 1997). The 6S code was applied with standard atmospheric profiles, the desert aerosol model, and 100 km of visibility range, the latter selected in view of the very clear atmospheric conditions usually occurring in the area when no desert storms or clouds are present.

REMOTE SENSING DETECTION OF THE MAJOR GEOLOGICAL UNITS AND MINERALIZED FAULT VEINS

The remote sensing analysis was carried out using ENVI software on ASTER 1B data acquired on 14 May 2001. The ASTER optics are composed of a nadir-pointing multispectral sensor and a backward-pointing sensor. The nadir-pointing sensor acquires 14 channels subdivided as follows: 3 VNIR (15 m/pixel), 6 SWIR (30 m/pixel), 5 TIR (90 m/pixel; Yamaguchi et al., 1998; Abrams 2000; Table 1). The backward-pointing channel is centered in the near infrared corresponding to channel 3 of the nadir-pointing sensor (Yamaguchi et al., 1998).

The SWIR bands were first corrected for cross-talking effects in accordance with Hewson et al. (2005). The 14 bands were resampled at 15 m/pixel, coregistered, and orthorectified using the ASTER-derived digital elevation model (DEM). During the orthorectification process, nearest-neighbor resampling was preferred to bilinear

VNIR/SWIR False Color Composites

Geological interpretation of remotely sensed data is very effective when the ASTER 7-3-1 RGB (red-green-blue) false color composite is used. The choice of band 7 was made in order to highlight both the Al-OH absorption of white mica and clays and the Mg-OH absorptions of phyllosilicates, amphiboles, and epidote (Fig. 8). In fact, in the study area band 7 is highly correlated with both band 8 and band 6, in which Mg-OH and AL-OH absorptions are respectively centered (Table 2a). Band 1 is representative of charge transfer of Fe ions in phyllosilicates, amphiboles, pyroxenes, and ferric oxides (hematite and goethite) (Fig. 8). Fe crystal field absorption and high reflectance by vegetation cover are recorded by band 3. The 731 false color image clearly highlights the boundaries among Cryogenian turbiditic metasediments, Ediacaran andesites, and rhyolitic sequences, and major intrusives are clearly distinguishable.

Figure 6. Geological sketch of the study area in which faults have been highlighted; stars indicate mineralized fault breccias (location in Fig. 1).
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(Figs. 9 and 10). The turbidites, generally dominated by phyllosilicates, appear blue because they are characterized by a moderate reflectance in the visible wavelength and a relatively low reflectance in infrared wavelengths, particularly in relation to the OH absorption bands of biotite and chlorite (Mg-OH), and sericite (Al-OH). The volcanic suites show a high variability with dominant dark blue to magenta colors. The dark blue probably reflects the presence of andesites, which are characterized by hornblende, chloritized biotite, and abundant saussirite (sericite and epidote) in the matrix derived from alteration of plagioclase. Both the Al-OH and Mg-OH absorptions of these minerals lower the reflectance of ASTER bands in the short wavelength infrared. The magenta to reddish colors are due to a variable content of chlorite in the rock or, more likely, of clays and nanocrystalline ferric oxides in the widespread alteration patina. The plutons have a variety of reddish colors, reflecting a higher reflectance in band 7 than in bands 3 and 1. In addition, different reddish colors among plutons may also be related to actual variations in the content of mafic minerals and altered feldspars and/or variable desert varnish coating.

VNIR/SWIR Band Ratios

As noted from the ASTER 7-3-1 false color composite, the major geological boundaries between turbidites, volcanic sequences, and the main intrusives are visible and well defined, as well as those of some minor intrusive bodies, but many more features can be extracted using band ratios focused on specific absorptions. In this work RGB false color composites of ASTER ratios 4/6–2/1–4/3 and 4/8–2/1–4/3 were used (Figs. 9 and 10). The 4/8 ratio is important for highlighting the Mg-OH bond stretching of biotite, chlorite, epidote, and amphiboles (Fig. 8) that can be present inside Cryogenian turbidites and in variable percentages in volcanic and plutonic rocks. The 4/6 ratio was selected for detecting the Al-OH absorption of kaolinite and other clay minerals, which are alteration products of K-feldspar, and of sericite, typical of the saussuritic alteration of plagioclase. The 2/1 and 4/3 ratios were selected for the absorption bands due to Fe charge transfer and crystal field effects, respectively. In addition, the 2/1 ratio

Figure 7. (A) Fault rocks in the Tirza-Ikkis area are characterized by mineralized (mainly hematite) quartz fault breccias often bounded by sharp planes coated by hematite. (B) Massive hematite vein cutting Ediacaran volcanic series and the early Cryogenian metasediments of the Boumalne “boutonnière.” (C) The Tissidelt-Takhatert rhyolitic dome of the Ediacaran volcanolithic series (V) is cut by mineralized faults (fault breccias, FB) in relief and overlies early Cryogenian metasediments (see Fig. 9 for detailed location). (D) Ediacaran volcanolithic series cut by mineralized faults in relief (FB) in the Tirza-Ikkis area (see Fig. 10 for detailed location).
can emphasize the S valence to conduction band gap of sulfurs. The final results of the use of these band ratios is that fault breccias, enriched in Fe oxides and associated with widespread hydrothermal alteration, were highlighted, and some barely visible boundaries between different volcanic sequences and between minor intrusives and volcanic rocks were detected (Figs. 9 and 10).

In the ASTER 4/8–2/1–4/3 color composite (Figs. 9C and 10C), the metaturbidites appear dark due to the abundance of biotite, with a light reddish color along pelitic layers probably due to enhanced absorption in band 8 of chlorite, epidote, and actinolite in fine-grained rocks. In addition, scattered green patches are probably related to hematite in the inhomogeneous desert varnish (regolith of varnished plate-like slabs). The volcanic sequences show green to cyan colors, primarily reflecting the strong and widespread desert varnish coating and secondarily the variable content of Fe present in hornblende, epidote, and opaque minerals. The plutons generally show a reddish magenta color that simultaneously reflects the Mg-OH absorptions of phyllosilicates, epidote, amphiboles, and the influence of Fe absorptions of the same mafic minerals or of their hematitic alteration (e.g., Aguensou Habab, Imider, Bou-Teglimt, and Oussilkane). The plutons locally show cyan-dominated patches, reflecting the dominant presence of hematite as an alteration of mafic minerals and/or in the desert varnish.

The false color composite 4/6–2/1–4/3 is best suited for the detection of hydrothermal alteration around mineralized veins. The veins display a typical cyan tonality in both the composite ratios, due to ferric oxides and sulfurs, but in the 4/6–2/1–4/3 they are also associated with whitish to pale yellow colors where kaolinitization induced by hydrothermal alteration is more developed (Fig. 9D). Because turbidites have colors similar to those displayed in the 4/8–2/1–4/3 image, the Al-OH absorption of sericite is comparable to that of the Mg-OH absorption of biotite, chlorite, and epidote. The same color of 4/8–2/1–4/3 is also displayed by the volcanic sequences, proving the strong contribution of desert varnish to the VNIR/SWIR reflectance of these rocks. In contrast, the plutonic rocks appear different in 4/6–2/1–4/3, with only a slight magenta tone superimposed on a dominant blue to cyan color (Figs. 9D and 10D). This characteristic color reflects a weak contribution of Al-OH absorption. This is not surprising because the granitoids that crop out in the study area are characterized by a virtual absence of white mica (see the Geological Framework), so that most of the Al-OH absorptions are related only to the kaolinite and/or saussurite derived by alteration of K-feldspars and plagioclase, respectively. This

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subsystem</th>
<th>Band</th>
<th>Spectral range (µm)</th>
<th>Spatial resolution (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VNIR</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.52–0.60</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.63–0.69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.76–0.86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.60–1.70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.145–2.185</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.185–2.225</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.235–2.285</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.295–2.365</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.36–2.43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8.125–8.475</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8.475–8.825</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIR</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8.925–9.275</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10.25–10.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10.95–11.65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: References: Yamaguchi et al. (1998); Abrams (2000).
ASTER—Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer; VNIR—visible and near infrared; SWIR—shortwave infrared; TIR—thermal infrared.

![Figure 8. VNIR/SWIR (visible and near infrared, shortwave infrared) signatures of selected minerals versus ASTER (Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer) VNIR and SWIR central bands. (A) Chlorite, biotite, muscovite, kaolinite. (B) Hornblende, augite, epidote. (C) Goethite, hematite, pyrite (from Clark et al., 1990).](http://example.com/figure8.png)
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Hypothesis is further constrained by the relative band-depth image (RBD) for Al-OH absorption. The RBD elaboration is a ratio where the numerator is the sum of bands representing the shoulder of an absorption feature (in this case bands 5 and 7) and the denominator is the band nearest to the absorption peak (in this case band 6) (e.g., Crowley et al., 1989; Rowan and Mars, 2003). The result shows the highest concentration of Al-OH absorptions for high-K intrusions and, in particular, for the Oussilkane and Bou Gafer plutons, where feldspars are particularly altered (Fig. 11).

Principal Components Analysis

Principal components analysis (PC) has been applied to the whole scene, and the PC9, PC7, and PC2 bands were helpful for detecting veins and alteration halos associated with faults. In Table 2b the correlation matrix and PC eigenvectors are presented. PC9 is principally positively loaded by band 2 (+0.66) and negatively by band 1 (−0.72), and reflects the presence of hematite and sulfurs in fault breccias (pale gray to white in the image). In contrast, PC7 has a medium negative eigenvector for band 3 (−0.57), which is affected by the Fe crystal field effect, but has a medium positive one for band 1 (0.36), which reflects the stronger Fe charge transfer absorptions effects; consequently, mineralized veins are generally dark gray in the related image. PC2 is characterized by strong negative loading by band 7 (−0.62), which is located in a relative peak between OH absorptions, and medium positive loading by bands 2 and 3 (0.36 and 0.44, respectively); therefore veins are dark gray in the related image if mineralized and pale gray if associated with hydrothermal alteration and clay minerals. In the RGB composites of PC9-PC7-PC2, the mineralized veins are therefore outlined by a red to magenta color corresponding to the variable content of kaolinite and hematite (Fig. 12).

REMOTE SENSING DETECTION OF THE EDIACARAN PLUTONS

The Cryogenian and low-K Ediacaran granitoids that crop out in the Saghro massif are always bounded by volcanic and metaturbiditic rocks, so that their boundaries are clearly distinguishable using the procedures described in the previous section. In contrast, the high-K Ediacaran plutons (Oussilkane, Bou Gafer, Arhrarhiz and Igoturana) are directly in contact with each other, hence specific image processing steps are needed. As can be clearly seen from the QAP (quartz–alkali feldspar–plagioclase feldspar) diagram of Figure 3, these plutons are very similar in composition, most of them having similar proportions of mafic minerals. Nonetheless, as already noted, they can differ in the mafic...
Figure 9. Remote sensing interpretation of the Tissidelt Takhatert–Bou Zamour area (location in Fig. 1). (A) Excerpt from the 1:200,000 geological map (redrawn after Hinderemeyer et al., 1977). (B) Saturation stretch of ASTER (Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer) 7-3-1 RGB (red-green-blue) false color composite. Cryogenian metaturbidites (1) boundaries are clearly visible; Imilertonalite (2) and Ediacaran low-K (3) granitoids are recognizable from surrounding rocks; mineralized faults (fault breccias, FB) are recognizable; boundaries between the Aguensou Habab high-K pluton (4a) with respect to the Ediacaran upper volcaniclastic series (5a) are unclear. (C) ASTER RGB ratio image 4/8–2/1–4/3; all objects delimited in ASTER false color composites are clearly detectable. In addition, the Aguensou Habab pluton is extremely well delimited by higher Mg-OH absorption, whereas the Ediacaran volcaniclastic series are dominated by the oxides of the alteration patina (green and cyan colors). (D) ASTER RGB ratio image 4/6–2/1–4/3: the mineralized fault-breccia (cyan) and the related alteration halos (yellow) are particularly evident, whereas the Al-OH absorptions associated with plutons are weak. (E) Final geological map resulting from remote sensing interpretation and field checks (some lithological units are too small to be distinguished only using remote sensing).
Figure 10. Remote sensing interpretation of the Tirza-Ikkis area (location in Fig. 1). (A) Excerpt from the 1:200,000 geological map (redrawn after Hinderemeyer et al., 1977). (B) ASTER (Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer) 7-3-1 RGB (red-green-blue) false color composites: boundaries between Cryogenian metasediments (1), Ediacaran Bou Teglimt tonalite (3), Upper Neoproterozoic volcanioclastic series (5, 6), and Oussilkane monzonites (4) are clearly visible and better delineated with respect to the existing geological map; in addition andesitic and basaltic dikes in metaturbidites are well highlighted (D). (C) ASTER RGB ratio-image 4/8–2/1–4/3; all objects delimited in the ASTER false color composites are clearly detectable; the only exception is andesitic dikes in metaturbidites. In addition, Late Neoproterozoic volcanic sequences (6) are easily recognized, assuming mainly greenish colors; intrusives (3, 4) and mineralized fault breccias (FB) become evident with blue to magenta and cyan colors, respectively. (D) ASTER RGB ratio-image 4/6–2/1–4/3 showing an Al-OH absorption of the Oussilkane monzonite slightly higher than the confining units. (E) Final geological map resulting from remote sensing interpretation and field checks.
phases, the degree of hydrothermal alteration, and the surface alteration patina. The following paragraphs describe the image processing and results obtained using the TIR and VNIR/SWIR ASTER bands with the specific aim of mapping high-K Ediacaran plutons.

TIR Data Analysis

Despite their low resolution (90 m), the thermal infrared data are generally considered the most appropriate for identifying granitoid rocks (e.g., Sabins, 1996; Drury, 1997; Hook et al., 1999) because TIR spectra are only weakly disturbed by the desert varnish, which can have a detectable influence only if dominated by clay minerals (Salisbury and D’Aria, 1992; Christiansen and Harrison, 1993). Spectra of granitoid rocks and silicates characteristically show a broad emission minimum (Reststrahlen band) in the 8.5–14 μm interval (Si-O stretching region), and a well-defined maximum (Christiansen frequency peak) in the 7–9 μm interval. The position and depths of both the Reststrahlen and Christiansen features vary according to the quartz content. In particular, the location of both the Christiansen maximum and the Reststrahlen minimum migrate to longer wavelengths as mineral and rocks become more mafic (Hunt, 1980; Salisbury and D’Aria, 1992; Sabine et al., 1994; Hook et al., 1999). As expected, the spectral signatures derived from the ASTER thermal bands, on sites of well-constrained lithological attribution, show similar trends for all the high-K plutons and generally higher emission by the more mafic ones (Oussilkane and Bou Gafer) (Fig. 13A). The Arharrhiz granite is characterized by a higher slope between band 13 and the other bands, where the Reststrahlen minimum is likely to be located. In contrast, the mafic Oussilkane pluton shows higher emissions at longer wavelengths (bands 10, 11, 12), probably influenced by the Christiansen maximum and the shifting toward longer wavelengths of the Reststrahlen minimum (Fig. 13A). So the 14–13–10 false color composite was chosen, and since all ASTER thermal bands are highly correlated (Table 2a), a decorrelation stretch was applied. The result clearly highlights the Arharrhiz granite in orange-yellowish colors (emission minima involving band 10) and the Oussilkane monzonite in a blue color (higher emission in band 10 in comparison with the other plutons). The Bou Gafer and Igourdane bodies are not well defined, though the common orange tonality of these plutons may indicate their intermediate composition, between the Arharrhiz granite and the Oussilkane monzonites (Fig. 13B).

Thermal band ratios were selected through a quantitative analysis of the spectral signatures directly derived from the ASTER image on sites of known lithology. The analysis was achieved in the following steps (Table 3a).

1. All the absolute differences between bands were calculated for each granitoid.
2. For each difference of step 1, the absolute differences between granitoids were calculated.
3. For each pluton, all the minimum values among the differences obtained in step 2 were selected; these values indicate the potential for each band couple to discriminate a specific pluton, the highest minimum differences indicating the best band ratios for this purpose.
4. To avoid conflicts between ratios, which may be suitable for more than one pluton, the three highest values were considered for the final band ratio selection.

According to this procedure, the best band ratio for the Oussilkane monzonite is 14/12 (Table 3a; Fig. 13C), for the Arharrhiz and Bou Gafer plutons it is 14/10 (Table 3a; Fig. 13D), and for the Igourdane it is 13/14 (Table 3a; Fig. 13E). Therefore, the 14/12–14/10–13/14 set was selected and enhanced using a decorrelation stretch (Fig. 13F). In this false color image the Oussilkane monzonite (red to magenta colors in Fig. 13F) is clearly separated from the Igourdane and Arharrhiz granites (green to cyan colors in Fig. 13F), and the Bou Gafer has much more variable tonalities due to its intermediate composition.

VNIR/SWIR Data Analysis

FieldSpec®- and ASTER-derived rock signatures of granitoids

Most of the processing of VNIR/SWIR data for the high-K pluton detection was qualitatively supported by spectroradiometric analyses carried out on rock samples or on the ASTER image. Spectral signatures of samples representative of the high-K plutons of Oussilkane, Bou Gafer, and Arharrhiz were measured with the Analytical Spectral Device Inc. FieldSpec®

Figure 11. (A) Relative band-depth (RBD) image for Al-OH absorption (6) showing the highest concentration of Al-OH absorptions for Oussilkane and Bou Gafer plutons. (B) RGB (red-green-blue) 731 false color composite of the same area as A.
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Figure 12. ASTER (Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer) principal components (PC) analysis for mineralized fault vein detection in the Tissidelt Takhatert area (location in Fig. 1). (A) PC9. (B) PC7. (C) PC2. (D) PC9-PC7-PC2 RGB (red-green-blue) false color composite. Fault mineralized breccias (FB) and related alteration halos are red to magenta depending on the variable content of kaolinite and hematite; the Takhatert rhyolitic dome and ignimbrites show dark magenta colors since they are characterized by intense hydrothermal alteration.
Figure 13. (A) TIR (thermal infrared) ASTER (Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer) signatures from ROI (regions of interest) centered at sampling position of Oussilkane, Bou Gafer, Igourdane, and Arharrhiz bodies (the ROI from which the signatures were derived are highlighted in Fig. 17B). (B) Decorrelation stretch of RGB (red-green-blue) ASTER 14–13–10 false color composite. The more mafic Oussilkane pluton (O) has blue colors, the more sialic Arharrhiz (A) granite is dominated by red; Bou Gafer (B) and Igourdane (I) have more variable and intermediate colors. (C) Band ratio 12/14, in which the Oussilkane monzonite shows the highest gray values. (D) Band ratio 14/10, in which the Arharrhiz pluton shows the highest gray values followed by the Bou Gafer quartz monzonite. (E) Band ratio 13/14, in which Igourdane and Bou Gafer plutons show higher gray values. (F) Decorrelation stretch of RGB 12/14–14/10–13/14 in which the Oussilkane monzonites are clearly distinguishable from the Arharrhiz and Igourdane granites, whereas the Bou Gafer quartz monzonite is characterized by variable tonalities.
full resolution (350–2500 nm) spectroradiometer and the Perkin Elmer lambda 19 spectrophotometer (350–2500 nm). For each sample the reflected radiation field was assumed to be Lambertian and the FieldSpec® reflectance was derived ex situ by rationing the average of four measurements to the radiance measured above a Spectron panel. FieldSpec® data can be affected by the altered surface reflectance of the samples, which are often coated by desert varnish. For this reason the FieldSpec® data were compared to the corresponding Perkin Elmer signatures taken on the fresh rock surfaces (average of three measures) (Fig. 14). The comparison is also shown with the continuum removed to avoid the influence of the different environments during measurements and possible differences between the gain factors of the two instruments. Because the Arharrhiz granite is only slightly affected by the desert varnish coating, its signature has been derived from fresh rock samples only (Perkin-Elmer spectrometer).

The main difference between laboratory and field spectra can be attributed to the opaque minerals of the desert varnish that typically increase the spectral slope at lower wavelengths and mask absorption features at visible and near infrared rather than at higher wavelengths (e.g., Salisbury and D’Aria, 1992; Rivard et al., 1992, 1993) (Fig. 14A). In addition, the Bou Gafer FieldSpec® signatures, unlike the Perkin Elmer spectra, show characteristic shapes affected by hematite, which is particularly dominant in the desert varnish coating of this pluton (Fig. 14). Since hematite typically replaces pyroxenes in this granite, this may indicate that the opaque versus clay mineral content in the desert varnish can vary according to the mafic-feldspar modal ratios, and according to the original grade of alteration of the mafic minerals.

Laboratory signatures of all the studied granitoids show moderate absorptions at 1900 nm and 2208 nm caused by water and Al-OH, respectively, and related to the deuteric kaolinite from K-feldspar. The same features in FieldSpec® data are less marked, suggesting a minor overall contribution of clays to the desert varnish (Fig. 14B). The Mg-OH absorption typical of augite, hornblende, and biotite is more pronounced in both the FieldSpec® and laboratory signatures of the more mafic Oussilkane pluton. Similarly, the Oussilkane signatures show a minimum around 1000 nm, reflecting the contribution of augite and hornblende Fe crystal field effects (Fig. 14B).

The spectral signatures measured on rock samples were resampled to match the VNIR/SWIR ASTER bands and compared with spectral signatures derived from the 6S-corrected ASTER data (Fig. 15). The latter were collected from small training sites, called regions of interest (ROI), where the samples were collected. ASTER-derived signatures have similar trends with respect to the signatures of samples, but differences are still recognizable on the overall reflectance and the position of the absolute maximum. In particular, the ASTER signatures of the analyzed plutons reach their reflectance maxima in band 4, whereas in the FieldSpec® or Perkin-Elmer signatures, the maximum is sometimes shifted to band 5 (Fig. 15). Besides the fact that the procedure compares spectral data from a 15/30 by 15/30 m area with point measurements, the mismatch was probably due to the atmospheric correction of ASTER data, which was run with standard models not constrained by atmospheric parameters at the time of the satellite overpass. The correction was also run assuming flat surfaces and an average elevation for the entire scene. According to Sandmeier
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**TABLE 3A. SELECTION OF BAND COUPLES BEST SUITED FOR DISCRIMINATING THE EDIACARA PLUTONS ON TIR**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BAND COUPLE</th>
<th>Absolute difference between Oussilkane and Bou Gafer</th>
<th>Absolute difference between Oussilkane and Igourdane</th>
<th>Minimum absolute difference for Oussilkane</th>
<th>Absolute difference between Bou Gafer and Arharrhiz</th>
<th>Absolute difference between Bou Gafer and Igourdane</th>
<th>Absolute difference between Bou Gafer and Oussilkane</th>
<th>Absolute difference between Bou Gafer and Igourdane</th>
<th>Minimum absolute difference for Bou Gafer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10-11</td>
<td>0.032361</td>
<td>0.022705</td>
<td>0.014558</td>
<td>0.022705</td>
<td>0.014926</td>
<td>0.009327</td>
<td>0.037631</td>
<td>0.009327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-12</td>
<td>0.030361</td>
<td>0.012056</td>
<td>0.034522</td>
<td>0.012056</td>
<td>0.018305</td>
<td>0.004161</td>
<td>0.030361</td>
<td>0.004161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-13</td>
<td>0.100884</td>
<td>0.18005</td>
<td>0.035641</td>
<td>0.035641</td>
<td>0.079166</td>
<td>0.136525</td>
<td>0.100884</td>
<td>0.079166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-14</td>
<td>0.105484</td>
<td>0.226073</td>
<td>0.022405</td>
<td>0.022405</td>
<td>0.120589</td>
<td>0.107889</td>
<td>0.105484</td>
<td>0.105484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-12</td>
<td>0.00727</td>
<td>0.010649</td>
<td>0.007036</td>
<td>0.007036</td>
<td>0.003379</td>
<td>0.000234</td>
<td>0.00727</td>
<td>0.000234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-13</td>
<td>0.138515</td>
<td>0.202755</td>
<td>0.009517</td>
<td>0.009517</td>
<td>0.06424</td>
<td>0.132598</td>
<td>0.138515</td>
<td>0.138515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-14</td>
<td>0.143115</td>
<td>0.248778</td>
<td>0.039153</td>
<td>0.039153</td>
<td>0.136525</td>
<td>0.107889</td>
<td>0.143115</td>
<td>0.143115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12-13</td>
<td>0.131245</td>
<td>0.192106</td>
<td>0.032117</td>
<td>0.032117</td>
<td>0.00965</td>
<td>0.103728</td>
<td>0.131245</td>
<td>0.131245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12-14</td>
<td>0.135845</td>
<td>0.126196</td>
<td>0.0046</td>
<td>0.0046</td>
<td>0.041423</td>
<td>0.028636</td>
<td>0.135845</td>
<td>0.00965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13-14</td>
<td>0.0046</td>
<td>0.046023</td>
<td>0.033236</td>
<td>0.033236</td>
<td>0.041423</td>
<td>0.028636</td>
<td>0.0046</td>
<td>0.0046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAXIMUM</td>
<td>0.143115</td>
<td>0.248778</td>
<td>0.041558</td>
<td>0.041558</td>
<td>0.120589</td>
<td>0.136525</td>
<td>0.143115</td>
<td>0.143115</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Each cell of the absolute difference columns reports the value obtained from Equation 1 (see text). The last column for each pluton shows the minimum of these values and among them the three highest ones are italicized. The boldfaced values are related to the band pairs chosen for band couples of Figure 13.
horizontal visibility has to be known over the entire range of elevations within the test site, and in rugged terrain, such as that considered here, considerable modification in incoming irradiance can be observed.

Both sample spectra and the ASTER signatures of all plutons show a local minimum in band 6 due to Al-OH absorptions in this spectral range. However, the Oussilkane ASTER data are characterized by a lower increase in reflectance from band 6 to band 7 (Fig. 15). This particular feature is due to the mafic composition of the Oussilkane monzonite. The greater Mg-OH absorption of this body (Fig. 14) may be responsible for the lower reflectance in both bands 7 and 8. In addition, the Oussilkane monzonite spectra shows the lowest brightness because of its higher content of mafic minerals, whereas the Arharrhiz granite is characterized by the highest overall reflectance. These characteristics are the only distinctive features that can be recognized in both sample and ASTER signatures.

**False color composites and band ratios**

To detect granitoids with similar compositions and map their intrusive boundaries, VNIR/SWIR false color and band ratios were selected according to the signature recorded by the spectroradiometric analysis or derived
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Figure 14. Full-resolution spectral signatures. (A) FieldSpec® (F.S.; see text) signatures of representative samples of Oussilkane monzonite and Bou Gafer quartz monzonite, and Perkin-Elmer (P.E.) signature of Arharrhiz granite sample (mm1405Ah). (B) Comparison between FieldSpec® and Perkin Elmer signatures of representative samples of Oussilkane monzonite, Bou Gafer quartz monzonite, and Arharrhiz granite (continuum removed).

Figure 15. (A) Resampled spectral signatures of Oussilkane monzonite, Bou Gafer quartz monzonite, and Arharrhiz granite. (B) ASTER (AST—Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer) spectra of Oussilkane monzonite, Bou Gafer quartz monzonite, Arharrhiz and Igourdane granites (the regions of interest, ROIs, from which the signatures were derived are highlighted in Fig. 17).
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from small training sites selected using the ASTER data. The RGB 9-4-1 color composition is effective for recognizing the high-K Ediacaran plutons (Fig. 16A). In particular, the Oussilkane pluton appears dark with highly variable colors, even though blue-green predominates. This reflects the low general albedo of this pluton, its significant lithological variability, and its low reflectance in band 9, possibly due to the Mg-OH absorptions. In contrast, the Arharrhiz granite is characterized by a higher overall reflectance and pink to cyan colors. These colors are due to both the significant contribution of band 4, which for this granite is the highest among the plutons considered (Fig. 15), and the lower level of absorption in band 1, probably due to the less widespread desert varnish coating. The Bou Gafer and Igourdane bodies show intermediate reflectance. In addition, the Bou Gafer quartz monzonite is characterized by large yellowish areas, possibly due to enhanced absorption in

---

Figure 16. Detection of high-K plutons in the Oussilkane-Arharrhiz area (location in Fig. 1). (A) RGB (red-green-blue) false colors 9-4-1 composition (O—Oussilkane monzonite, A—Arharrhiz granite, B—Bou Gafer quartz monzonite, I—Igourdane granite, V—Ediacaran volcanites, q—Quaternary deposits). (B) Band ratio 6/7, in which the Oussilkane monzonite shows the highest gray values. (C) Band ratio 5/7, in which the Oussilkane monzonite shows the highest gray values. (D) Band ratio 6/1 in which the Bou Gafer quartz monzonite shows the highest gray values. (E) Band ratio 4/2, in which Arharrhiz granite shows the highest gray values. (F) RGB 5/7–6/1–4/2 color composite, in which all the high-K Ediacaran plutons are clearly recognizable (Oussilkane monzonite—red and magenta, Bou Gafer quartz monzonite—green and cyan, Arharrhiz granite—cyan and blue, Igourdane—dark blue).
The choice of the ASTER band ratios used for the discrimination of these different granitoids was based on the signatures shown in Figure 15. From these signatures it is clear that the 7/6 ratio is very low for the Oussilkane monzonite. It is notable that the selected ratios were based on the signatures shown in Figure 15. Following this calculation, the 5/7 ratio suited to the Bou Gafer quartz monzonite is in some way influenced by Al-OH and Fe charge transfer features (hydrothermal and surface alteration), and the ratio for the Arharzhiz granite reflects its higher reflectance, particularly in band 4. Because the Igourdane granite is well detected in all the above-mentioned ratios, the RGB 5/7–6/1–4/2 was chosen. In this false color composite the Oussilkane monzonite is dominated by red and magenta, the Bou Gafer quartz monzonite by green and yellow, the Arharzhiz granite by blue and cyan, and the Igourdane granite by dark blue (Fig. 16F).

Maximum likelihood and spectral angle mapper classifications

In order to refine the geological map of high-K Ediacaran intrusives, a maximum likelihood supervised classification (MLL) and a spectral angle mapper (SAM) classification were tested using the ASTER VNIR and SWIR bands. MLL results of the classification compared with the geological map by Schiavo et al. (2007). Identification of the main lithological boundaries is straightforward, as it is the differentiation between plutons. In particular, the Arharzhiz and Igourdane granites are clearly delimited inside the Oussilkane and Bou Gafer plutons. In addition, the Arharzhiz granite surrounds the Igourdane body. The volcanic sequences, even if broadly differentiated, show more confused and scattered results. This is probably related to the fact that these series are characterized by an extreme lithological variability, in general due to frequent interleaving of andesites and/regions of interest (ROI) were chosen on the basis of field observations and a petrographic analysis of rock samples collected during the campaign. In particular, the bedrock ROIs were limited to regions of confident lithological attribution, where petrographic samples were collected. Figure 17 shows training areas and the results of the classification compared with the geological map by Schiavo et al. (2007). Identification of the main lithological boundaries is straightforward, as it is the differentiation between plutons.
or dacies in dominant rhyolites (e.g., Schiavo et al., 2007; Massironi et al., 2007), a widespread desert varnish coating, and very different degrees of hydrothermal alteration. The contact between the Ediacaran volcanic sequences and the Oussilkanke pluton is locally underlined with pixels wrongly attributed to the Bou Gafer quartz monzonite. This effect is probably due to mixed pixels because in this area, talus deposits, derived from the cliffs of volcanic rocks, overlie the Oussilkanke monzonites and may influence their reflectance.

SAM classification was attempted to detect different granitoid bodies using spectral signatures derived either from the ROIs or from FieldSpec® analyses (Fig. 18). In the first case the results are good and as useful as the MLL classification, although at higher angles Quadri-

ternary deposits are frequently attributed to the granitoid bodies (Figs. 18A, 18B); in the second case the results are weak and uninformative (Fig. 18C). This inadequate result is probably due to the inconsistency between satellite and sample reflectance values already mentioned and the ineffectiveness of SAM for discriminating between these rocks on the basis of their original spectral signatures using multispectral rather than hyperspectral data.

CONCLUSIONS

The remote sensing detection of granitoid rocks has been a persistent problem, particularly when the rocks are of similar composition and coated by desert varnish. In this work, the potential of ASTER data has been tested with this objective on the Jebel Saghro Precambrian basement (eastern Anti-Atlas, Morocco). The remote sensing approach was coupled with field observations and petrographic analyses, and was subdivided into two main steps.

In the first step, basic procedures, governed by petrographic knowledge of the studied rocks, were applied to atmospherically corrected and orthorectified ASTER data. Specifically, RGB 7-3-1, 4/8–2/1–4/3, and 4/6–2/1–4/3 false color composites, particularly sensitive to Fe and OH absorptions, were used to highlight the main contacts of different lithological units consisting of low-grade metasediments, calc-alkaline plutons, and complex volcanic sequences. In addition, the false color images based on the band ratios described above and principal components analysis calculated on VNIR and SWIR
Figure 17. Maximum likelihood (MLL) supervised classification (location in Fig. 1). (A) Excerpt from the 1:200,000 geological map (redrawn after Hinderemeyer et al., 1977; Du Dresnay et al., 1988). (B) ASTER 731 false color composite with region of interest (ROI) used for the MLL classification (white square—boundaries of the geological map by Schiavo et al. [2007] displayed in Fig. 17D). (C) Results of MLL supervised classification: boundaries between Ediacaran volcaniclastic series, Cryogenian metasediments, and Ediacaran plutons are quite well defined. Ediacaran metasediments are particularly well delineated; the low-K pluton (Bou Teglimt tonalite) is distinguished from the high-K ones, and the Bou Gafer quartz monzonite (lower right corner), the Oussilkanke pluton (main body), and Arharriz and Igourdane granites (center of the image) are clearly discriminated. The more disturbed boundaries between the Oussilkanke monzonite and volcaniclastic complexes are due to Quaternary talus slope. (D) Geological map after Schiavo et al. (2007): an overall agreement with the classification is evident.
bands, were applied to emphasize Fe, OH, and S absorptions and thus ease the detection of mineralized veins, fault breccias, and related alteration halos.

During the second stage, a major effort was dedicated to distinguishing between confining high-K calc-alkaline plutons of Ediacaran age with slightly different compositions (Bou Gafer quartz monzonite, Oussilkane monzonite, Arharrhiz and Igourdane granites). Both TIR and VNIR/SWIR data were considered suitable to achieve this. In particular, a decorrelation stretch of RGB false color composites, created with 14–13–10 TIR bands and 14/12–14/10–13/14 band ratios, was effective in highlighting Reststrahlen and Christiansen features of the granitoids with different silica contents (primarily the Oussilkane monzonite and the Arharrhiz granites, secondarily the Bou Gafer quartz monzonite and Igourdane granite). The TIR band ratios were selected using a quantitative analysis of the spectral signatures derived directly from ASTER data in sites of well-constrained lithology. Concerning VNIR/SWIR wavelengths, a comparison between spectra directly derived from the ASTER image and signatures acquired on samples of the plutons has highlighted some common features. However, these are not sufficient to justify a direct use of FieldSpec® signatures during image processing. For this reason, as for the TIR data, VNIR/SWIR band ratios were selected on the basis of a quantitative analysis of the ASTER derived spectra, and the RGB 5/7–6/1–4/9 color composite was specifically selected to highlight the high-K calc-alkaline plutons.

Finally, classifications focusing on the same Ediacaran granitoids were attempted using the VNIR/SWIR bands. In particular, an MLL based on small ROIs constrained through field and petrographic analyses was implemented and compared with a SAM classification based upon rock signatures derived from FieldSpec® data and ROIs. The MLL and SAM classifications based on ROIs signatures gave good results, but the SAM classification realized through the FieldSpec® signatures was useless, because of the mismatch between satellite and sample reflectance values.

The main findings of our remote sensing analysis can be summarized as follows.

1. The potential of ASTER data for geological mapping of basement rocks has been further demonstrated, with particular regard to granitoids. In particular, the approach adopted here, consisting in the detection of the main geological boundaries followed by discrimination between granitoids, is particularly effective.
2. Integrated analysis of both TIR and VNIR/SWIR data is of paramount importance for mapping plutonic bodies. It is well known that ASTER thermal bands are useful for discriminating granitoids with different silica content, but in the case of plutonic bodies of similar composition, such as those studied on the Saghro massif, the VNIR/SWIR bands can give even more effective results. Indeed, these wavelengths are affected by both the original content of mafic minerals (Fe, Mg-OH absorptions) and the degree of hydrothermal and surface alteration. These last two properties, generally considered to be impediments to the lithological detection of granitoid rocks, can instead be very useful because the first may directly depend on the magmatic evolution of a plutonic body, and the second depends on its textural character and may be indirectly related to its modal ratio.

3. The spectral signatures derived from ASTER data using regions of very confident lithological attributes are self-consistent, can directly drive the processing (false color composites and band ratios), and can be successfully integrated into the SAM classification. In contrast, the signatures derived from spectrophotometric analysis of samples can be used only as qualitative references, if ASTER data are corrected only by cross-talk calibration and standard atmospheric models unconstrained by atmospheric parameters at the time of the satellite overpass (specific processing steps such as those proposed by Rowan et al. [2003] are needed).

4. When a limited number of confining units are being studied, a quantitative approach based on reliable ASTER-derived signatures can be used to assess the potential of each band couple for discriminating a defined unit. In particular, the absolute differences between bands were calculated and compared among the analyzed granitoids in order to detect the band ratios more effective in discriminating specific plutons (see discussion on remote sensing detection of the Ediacaran plutons and Tables 3a and 3b).

5. The MLL classification can be even more effective than the SAM classification if it is based on training areas well constrained by means of field observations and petrographic analyses.
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